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From: ALAN DAY 
Sent: January 26, 2022 9:31 AM
To: Public Hearings
Cc: Malcolm Harvey; da2simmons; limacher mark
Subject: Development Permit  No.00127 - 931 McClure Street

Your Worship, Members of Council, 
 
We wish to object to the above noted permit application. 
900 block McClure Street is bounded to the west by Abigail's Hotel, and to the east (at the junction with Vancouver 
Street) by the Tudor Manor apartment building. 
Both buildings have strong Tudor motifs, significant set backs from the street, and extensive landscaping. 
923 McClure ,which is adjacent to the subject property also has strong tudor motifs, significant setbacks, as well a 
extensive landscaping - over 40 rhododendons as well as other shrubs. 
945 McClure, which is also adjacent to the subject property, has a different architectural style, but is still set back from the 
street with extensive landscaping. 
The development as proposed is completely inconsistent with a majority of the currently occupied buildings on the street. 
We strongly urge you to reject this proposal and require the developer to reduce massing and increase setbacks in order 
to maintain the character of our street. 
 
Alan Day 
Hilary Clark 
4-923 McClure Street  
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From: Jeremy Schmidt 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2022 10:45 AM
To: Public Hearings
Subject: 931 McClure St

Hi Mayor and Council, 
 
I write in support of the 931 McClure St rezoning application. 
 
I think the first iteration of this project would have been far better, but it appears that the developer now amended the 
plans to meet the unsubstantiated complaints after the application was referred back to staff. While unfortunate that 
their hands were tied by that decision, I think that it is important to support the application that is before the City now. 
 
The reduction of setbacks are important to provide for more livable spaces and to make the project viable. The massing 
is consistent with the surrounding neighbourhood and if anything, in my view, it should be taller and denser which 
would still not be out of place in that area. It is important that we use our finite land within the City, where jobs and 
transit are centrally located, to house more people per acre. We also see the most market affordability from 5-6 storey 
buildings. Paring this development back and delaying its approval has only resulted in what will likely be marginally less 
affordable units compared to what we could have had in this centrally located area. However, this should not be read as 
a reason to not support it; not supporting it will only further delay the project and make it even less viable. 
 
In my view, changes have been made to alleviate the previous concerns and this project should not encounter any 
further delays. Seven family-sized units is a significantly better use of this land compared to one family home. 
 
Thanks, 
Jeremy 
160 Wilson St 
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